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ABSTRACT.
Environmental and soil conditions affect plant productivity. Determining and understanding how plants respond
to moisture stress may be considered in different ways, but often not easily done. This study focused on measuring canopy
and individual leaf temperature response times of selected horticultural and agricultural crops, treated to very dry
(moisture stress) and well-watered conditions, and subjected to an incident step radiation change at the top of the canopy,
in a controlled environment at a constant air temperature. A light-emitting-diode (LED), grow light system, delivering
approximately 400 µEinstein s-1 m-2 of photosynthetically-active-radiation (PAR) was turned on and off to produce light
and dark radiation step functions for the tests. Canopy and leaf temperature time series were measured using both an
infrared thermometer and a FLIR thermal imaging camera, over a 10-minute elapsed time, respectively. Temperatures of
a selected single, unobstructed leaf at the top of the canopy were analyzed with visual and thermal imaging processing.
Response data were modeled using mathematical transfer functions and model discovery methods. Both canopy and leaf
temperature-time series for dry plants were found to be a first-order response. Well-watered plants were first order
followed by second order response phase, possibly indicating stomatal activity. Thermal response times to a step increase
of PAR (lights-on), were higher for well-watered plants than for water-deprived plants. (It took longer for the leaves of
well-watered plants to heat up). The thermal response times, to a step decrease of PAR (lights off), were lower for wellwatered plants than for water -deprived plants. (It took less time for the leaves of well-watered plants to cool off). These
results show that leaf thermal response may be used as an indicator of plant water status, and as a potential instrumentation
approach.

Keywords. Plant canopy temperature, thermal imaging, leaf temperature, response time, moisture stress.

Background
In order to feed the growing world population, it is crucial to increase crop yields and to minimize the resources
used for agriculture. Understanding how plants respond to various environmental factors is crucial for increasing crop
yields and quality, while regulating the amount of resources that are required to grow the crop. Plants respond to
environmental stimuli, and the “speaking plant” approach suggests that optimal cultivation conditions should be
determined by the physiological response of a plant (Hashimoto et al., 1985). For example, plant leaves are dynamic
control systems that continually adjust to the aerial environment that surrounds them. Studying how a plant responds to
different heat and moisture conditions could lead to more efficient irrigation systems, which would reduce water usage and
increase crop quality, both in controlled environments (e.g. Greenhouses) and in the field (Bajwa et al., 2007).
One way that plants utilize a dynamic control system is through stomatal control for transpiration. Leaves cool
themselves, using evaporative moisture exchange, through tiny pores on the bottom leaf surfaces called stomata. When
stomata are open, water can exit the leaf, and therefore lower the temperature of the leaf as the water evaporates. However,
when a plant is not receiving enough water, the hydraulic and biochemical signals tell the plant to conserve water by
closing stomata. Such signals are sent from the roots, through the xylem to the shoots (Grant et al., 2007). However,
stomatal closing results in the loss of temperature control through transpiration and causes the overall temperature of the
plant to increase. This higher canopy temperature leads to more water use, which is inefficient (Al-Faraj et al., 1994).
A numerical index sometimes used in irrigation management is the Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI). The CWSI
index assesses the crop moisture stress level at a given point in time, by using baselines developed from transpiring, wellwatered, and non-transpiring plants (Prenger 2003). The CWSI can be determined from the canopy temperature either
empirically or theoretically (Idso et al., 1981, Jackson et al., 1981). However, there are limitations to using the CWSI as
an irrigation scheduling tool since the empirical calculation requires assumptions, for example clear sky conditions and
constant wind speed (Payero et al., 2005). This assumption is not always supportable in field conditions. It has been
shown that both solar radiation levels and wind speed can affect the transpiration rates, not accounted for in the CWSI
index, as a steady-state phenomenon. For this reason, the CWSI may not be the most accurate measurement of plant stress.
An approach that assesses the dynamic nature of plant water relationships should be developed in order to provide the
most accurate information about the plant at any given time.
Monitoring how stomatal conductance changes with time would be a very effective system for determining plant
stress. However, measuring stomatal conductance is generally an invasive procedure, and only provides a single data point
(Grant et al., 2007). Invasive methods for measuring stomatal resistances and leaf temperature have been used to
determine plant stress. Such an invasive device called the steady state porometer has been available commercially for
some time. This method relies on a hypothetical leaf energy balance and a psychrometrics model to compute a stomatal
resistance value. However, it must be noted that canopy resistance is not a simple sum of the leaf resistances. Therefore,
studying canopy responses has always had some degree of uncertainty associated with it (Pitacco et al., 1996). Therefore,
leaf or canopy temperature has been suggested as an indirect measurement of stomatal conductance, and therefore an
indicator of the stress level of the plant (Bajwa et al., 2007, Prenger et al., 2005, Grant et al., 2007, Prenger 2003,Boonen,
et al., 2000, Al-Faraj et al., 1994, 2000, 2001). The question to be answered is how to use temperature effectively and noninvasively to accurately assess leaf or canopy heat and moisture stress.
Both infrared thermometry and thermal imaging provide non-invasive methods for collecting temperature data
from a leaf or a canopy, without interfering with plant growth (Prenger et al., 2005, Grant et al., 2007). Infrared
thermometers or thermocouples (IRT/c) depend on the Planck’s radiation equation to detect the amount of radiation that a
surface emits or absorbs, which is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature of the surface (Cengel &
Boles, 2002). Infrared thermometers must be calibrated using a standard black body to ensure that they are giving correct
readings. A serious limitation to using an infrared thermometer or an IRT/c is the field of view, or what surface does the
sensor actually “see”. Typically, infrared thermometers simply take a weighted average of the temperatures of the objects
within its field of view (Woebbecke et al., 1994). In order to get a desired temperature reading, it is therefore crucial to
eliminate unwanted objects from the field of view. However, this is especially difficult when measuring the canopy
temperature where leaves are sparsely spaced, occluded, and/or where the infrared sensor will inevitably measure some of
the soil temperatures or other background in the field of view.
Because of the limitations of the infrared thermometer, thermal imaging is being used in combination with
infrared thermometers to try to eliminate some of the background noise in the temperature readings. Many studies have
investigated the use of thermal imaging to gather canopy temperature data. because it will not interfere with normal plant
growth and development functions (Grant et al., 2007). Thermal imaging has been used for a wide range of applications
when studying plant response and plant stress. One study utilized thermal images to show how a water deficit develops in
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each individual leaf. They found that the edges of the leaves closed their stomates before the central sector. This means
that the water status of a plant determined by a steady state porometer could be very different depending on the location on
the leaf where a sample is taken from (Hashimoto et al., 1984). Another study used this information along with thermal
imaging to create calibration curves to help estimate the stomatal conductance of different parts of the leaf (Jones et al.,
1999). In yet another study, the combination of thermal imaging and visible light imaging was used to detect water stress
under both drought and flood conditions for Sunagoke moss (Ondimu et al.,2008). Solar radiation is a very important
factor that affects canopy temperature. A passing cloud in the field, can cause a step change in radiation received by the
plant (Ondimu et al., 2008, Al-Faraj et al., 2000, Payero et al., 2005).
Studies by Al-Faraj’s et al, (2000) considered the effect that step changes of irradiation had on well-watered,
moderately stressed, or severely stressed plants, using both a mathematical leaf model and comparisons with actual
measurements. They found that well-watered plants showed a second order, underdamped response, but as water stress
increased, the damping response decreased, and ultimately disappeared in the severely stressed plants, which tended to
show only a first order temperature response. This study also showed that as plant water stress increased, the transpiration
rate decreased, and the severely stressed plants had a higher leaf temperature than the well-watered plants. Another study
showed that plant physiological processes responded differently to a “lights-on” versus a “lights off” scenarios;
suggesting that the “lights-on on” situation required three dynamic processes, while the “lights off” situation only relied on
two processes (Boonen et al., 2002). Ultimately, canopy short wave lighting and incident solar radiation is again a factor
that must be considered in canopy temperature measurements.
There is evidence that plants are dynamic control systems that are constantly responding to their environment
(Boonen, 2005, Prenger et al., 2005). There are studies that show the effect that radiation has on the canopy temperature of
a plant, but these studies have not considered the time it takes for a plant to begin to regulate its temperature, also known
as the plant response time. The response time of plants has the potential to be used as an indicator of a stressed plant.
Well-watered plants are assumed to transpire at maximum rates, thus cooling for stressed plant that is not transpiring at a
maximum rate may not be as fast (Schymanski et al., 2013). Monitoring temperature changes over time is a way to
observe the dynamic stomatal control of a leaf in action. While the leaf approaches the steady state temperature, small
temperature deviations might be sinusoidal, which might indicate that the leaf is actively opening and closing the stomates
to maintain its temperature. However, this temperature sine wave for a stressed plant may not be visible since the plant is
not able to transpire to regulate its temperature. The steady state canopy temperature of a well-watered plant may be
generally lower than that of a water-stressed plant due to the lack of transpiration (Al-Faraj, et al., 2000). This study
focuses on measuring leaf and canopy temperatures in response to step changes in short wave radiation, as a potential
indicator of water stress levels. If there is indeed such a correlation, a simple test that only takes a few minutes could be
useful to show a plant’s stress level. This could have a potential impact for irrigation scheduling, both in controlled
environments such as greenhouses and perhaps in the field.
For this study, the leaf and canopy temperature response to a step change in incident short wave radiation was
investigated for both well-watered and water-stressed plants. The specific objectives were:
1. To compare first-order response times for selected horticultural plant species.
2. To measure, model, and compare dynamic temperature responses for well-watered and water-stressed soybean
canopies.

Materials and Methods
Study Plants
This study used four types of potted plants: common house plants, basil, and soybeans. Some of the plants were
bought from a local garden center, and other plants were grown in the East Campus greenhouses at the University of
Nebraska – Lincoln. Two to six plants were used. Soil mix was a common greenhouse mix which included composted
bark. Plant species included: basil (Ocimum basilicum), golden pothos (Epipremnum aureum ), Maranta prayer plant
(Maranta leuconeura ), green oxalis (Oxalis triangularis ) and soybean (Glycine max L. Merrill). Plants were grown in
six-inch pots. All healthy plants were allowed dry down and then re-watered in sunlit conditions for two days. Plants were
then tested under both dried down and well-watered conditions.
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Step Incident Radiation Tests
Incident, step radiation tests were conducted within a CONVIRON E15 reach-in environmental chamber
(Controlled Environments Ltd, Winnipeg, Canada), located in Chase Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln. Air
temperature was set to a constant 22ºC. Lighting was provided by a light- emitting- diode (LED) bank (S720 Advance
Spectrum MAX LED Grow Light Panel (GrowAce.com, division of Niche Webstores, Inc, CA), designed for growing
plants. The LED full spectrum lights consisted of 240 diodes and had a footprint of illumination of 0.9 x 1.7 m, with a high
intensity discharge (HID) equivalent of 960 W. Figure 1 shows the key elements of the test system.
Individual plants were each subjected to both an “LED lights-on” and followed by a “LED lights-off” test. “LED
lights-on” were adjusted at the top of each canopy to provide 400 + 20 µEinsteins/m2 s. “LED lights-off” registered
around -3 + 0.3 µEinsteins/m2 s (essentially dark). (Most total radiation sensors will not work unless especially calibrated
for LED lights). The lights-on test was conducted first, and the lights-off test was conducted immediately after the
conclusion of the lights-on test. The lights-off test began with a plant that was already at a high leaf temperature, so that
cooling could be observed. After the data acquisition phase of the test, response times were calculated. The data was saved
to be revisited and analyzed later (Stevens, et al, 2018). Later studies used real time processing described below. All
response tests during this study were run for at least a period of 10 minutes. Samples of air and leaf temperatures,
humidity, soil moisture, and radiation (PAR) along with thermal images of the canopy were acquired for 15 second
intervals during each test period.
Mathematical Dynamic Response Model Discovery
Plant leaves are natural thermal control systems through sensible and latent heat exchanges and stomatal control.
Mathematical modeling is an excellent way to describe the nature and the parameters of a real-world, dynamic plant
thermal energy balances. Therefore, the Laplace transform is an important analytical tool for evaluating control systems
and can be used to determine whether a system is a first order or second order heating or cooling control process. This
transfer function for dynamic models is based on the complex variable: s =  + j   . As an example, considering one
zero (numerator) and two poles (denominator), the coefficients for a second order transfer function, are given as:

Transfer function =

a1  s + a 2
s + b1  s + b 2
2

(1)

Using the first law of thermodynamics, consider a sensible heating or cooling energy balance statement for a leaf,
simply given as:

Qnet = Qin - Qout = H Leaf

(2)

where:

Qnet = net leaf heat absorption rate from solar or artificial lighting sources and heat losses, kJ s -1.
ΔH Leaf = m  cp 

dTLeaf
is the intrinsic change in leaf internal energy plus a small amount of
dt

boundary work expansion or contraction, or leaf enthalpy, kJ s -1.
The leaf’s dynamic temperature change

dTLeaf
might be approximated as a first order differential equation, given as:
dt

dTLeaf TLeaf
T
+
= m
dt
τ
τ
where:
Tleaf
Tm
A
h
m
cp
t

(3)

is the current leaf temperature at time t, oC,
is the maximum steady-state leaf temperature, close to air temperature Tair , oC,
is the exposed surface area of the leaf to the LED radiation, m 2,
is a leaf to air, latent-sensible convective heat transfer coefficient, kJ/ sec·m2·oC,
is an approximate mass of the leaf, kg,
is the specific heat of the leaf, kJ /kg oC,
is the elapsed time, sec.
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Thus, four of the above factors can be combined into a single time constant , where:

τ=

m  cp
hA

is the response time coefficient for rise or decline in leaf temperature, sec.  is essentially a relationship for

the thermal mass (m) of a leaf or canopy, along with a sensible and latent heat exchange coefficient h between the plant and
its surroundings.

If a leaf indeed responds only as a first-order system, an approximate first-order transfer function can be
given as:

First order transfer function =

a1
s + b1

1
k
and, a1 =
τ
τ
k = steady state gain.

(4)

where: b1 =

Equation 4 can be simplified to Equation 5, given as:

First Order Transfer Function or Model =

k
τ s + 1

(5)

First Order Rise Time Coefficients Using a Graphical Method
If the thermal response of a leaf to a step change in incident radiation is a first-order process, it is very easy to
graphically determine the response time  from time series data. The gain k will be positive. The 63% method of determining
the rise time constant can be used to determine the response time of the leaf for the light-on tests. Integrating Equation 3, a
general form of a step rise response process can be written as:

T ( t ) = (Tleaf - Tm )  (1 - e-t/τ ) + Tm

(6)

where T(t) = temperature at which the response time is determined; Tleaf is the steady state leaf temperature; Tm > Tair =
surrounding air temperature (assumed constant); t = elapsed time (s); and τ = time constant. When the time constant (τ) is
equal to the elapsed time (t), the exponent becomes -1, and the overall equation becomes:

T ( t ) = ( 0.632)  (Tleaf - Tm ) + Tm

(7)

Based on Equation 7, the time constant for a rise response is equivalent to the time it takes for the output response
to reach 63.2% of the steady state value. The light on tests conducted in this study follow this general equation form, therefore
the response time could be calculated graphically using the 63% method.
First Order Decay Time Coefficient
The 37% method for determining the decay time constant can be used to determine the cooling response time of
the leaf with the light-off tests. The general form of a step decay response process is written as
:

T ( t ) = (Tleaf - Tm )  (1 - e-t/τ ) + Tm

(8)

Where: T(t) = temperature over which the response time is determined; Tleaf = initial leaf temperature; Tair =
surrounding air temperature (assumed constant); t = elapsed time (s); and τ = time constant.
When the time constant (τ) is equal to the elapsed time (t), the exponent becomes -1, and the overall equation
becomes:

T ( t ) = ( 0.368)  (Tleaf - Tm ) + Tm

(9)

The response time of the leaf is an important factor for many processes, particularly photosynthesis, respiration,
and transpiration of a green plant. To study leaf thermal response, a computer program was developed to determine both rise
time and decay time constants for different air temperatures, soil water condition, and short-wave radiation. More details
about how the program was developed and used to determine these constants can be found in the LabVIEW Programs section
under Materials and Methods. The rise time constant method described below assumes that the air temperature is constant.
Leaf temperature will rise to a steady state value when subjected to a sudden increase in short wave radiation. Similarly, the
fall or decay time constant method described below assumes that the function decays to a constant air temperature.
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Sensors and Instrumentation
The relative humidity of the chamber was measured using a LabJack EI1050 temperature and relative humidity
probe (LabJack Corporation, Lakewood, CO, USA) which can measure relative humidity to an accuracy of +/- 3.5%
(LabJack, 2018). Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) was measured with a Li-190SA quantum sensor (LI-COR
Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The background wall temperatures in the chamber were measured by an Omega OS36 IRT/c
sensor (Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT, USA), which acts like a type K thermocouple (Omega Engineering, Inc.,
1994). The canopy temperature was measured with a Mikron MI-N3000 infrared sensor (Mikron Infrared, Oakland, NJ,
USA) placed just above the plant. The MI-N3000 sensor has a field of view of 5:1. Meaning that for a distance of 50 cm,
the spot size of the sensor would be 10 cm. The MI-N3000 also has a response time of 300 ms and can measure
temperatures from 0°C to 500°C with an accuracy of 1.5% of that range (Mikron Infrared). These sensors are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic showing the key elements of the growth chamber experimental setup.
A pair of data acquisition devices and sensors were used concurrently in this study. One channel of a two-channel
USB ProXR controller (National Control Devices, LLC, Osceola, MO, USA) was used to control the LED bank using
LabVIEW. A Measurement Computing 8 Channel Thermocouple and Voltage USB DAQ Module (Measurement
Computing Corporation, Norton, MA, USA) was used for the irradiance sensors and the type K thermocouple sensors.
One thermocouple (Omega OS36 IRT/c) was used for determining the background wall temperature of the chamber, and
the other thermocouple was connected to a black body plate as a reference point temperature. A LabJack U12 (LabJack,
corp., Denver, CO) multifunction device was used for acquiring air temperature and relative humidity data using the
LabJack 1050, Sensiron™ sensor, as well as a Decagon EC-5 soil moisture sensor data. The volumetric water content
(VWC) of the soil media was measured as a voltage using a Decagon EC-5 capacitance sensor (Decagon Devices Inc.,
Pullman, WA, USA). This sensor can measure water content with an accuracy of +/- 3% for a variety of soil types
(Decagon Devices, Inc., 2010). The EC-5 sensors were used to find voltages for both saturated and dry soils, as relative
reference for moisture conditions.
Software to Control Data Acquisition and Processing
A specialized LabVIEW 2015 (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) program or Virtual Instruments (VI) was
programmed for the study. The flow diagram for the program is shown in Figure 2. The program was developed as a
LabVIEW state machine to allow the user the manual selection of various operations such as: to acquire data and thermal
images, compute first-order response times, analyze thermal images, and save the results to a file. The state machine is a
programming algorithm that uses a combination of event, case, and loop structures (all within a single, while loop for
continuous operation, until the user stops the program). Each state is dependent either on a previous state, or on a user
selected function. For the data and thermal image acquisition state machine, the user was able to select the length of time
desired to acquire data, and the number of samples that are taken each minute. After selecting these parameters, data was
acquired with the LED lights “on” or “off” process, as a step function.
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Figure 2. Flow chart showing the Operations of the LabVIEW Data Acquisition State Machine program
This LabVIEW program can collect and temporarily store data from all of the sensors using shift registers, as
well as capturing and saving images from the FLIR E50 thermal imaging camera. Sample sequences of FLIR thermal
images are shown in Figure 3. These thumbnails in false rainbow color indicate that the darker leaves were generally
different from their surroundings. These images were captured separately using the FLIR camera, as a webcam, and are
what would be seen directly on the FLIR camera monitor. FLIR provided all necessary functions for the E50 camera
system with their ThermoVision LabVIEW Toolkit™. FLIR images are especially encapsulated with temperature data
and the calibration information. All data was then saved to a user selected Windows folder. Thermal images (320 x 240
pixels) were acquired using a FLIR E-50 handheld thermal camera (FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR, USA) placed on a
tripod in the growth chamber and focused on the plant leaves. FLIR Thermal images of the canopy were acquired
simultaneously with the other data and analyzed after each different test was run. The FLIR E50 has a thermal sensitivity
of less than 0.05 oC and an accuracy of + 2 oC. An emissivity value of 0.95 was set on the camera. Maximum and
minimum target temperature ranges were recorded within each image. All data from each test was saved together to
provide a complete set of Mikron and FLIR image temperatures.
After the leaf temperature data was collected for the desired length of time, the user was also able to immediately
conduct a first-order leaf response time analysis, shown by Figure 4. A manual first order leaf response time, sub (VI)
utilized three different user cursors to determine the response time constants from the temperature –time graph. A near
virtual cursor was placed on the initial data point in the graph, and the far virtual cursor was lined up to the steady state
temperature value. Next, a target virtual cursor was moved along the graph until it reached either 63% for a rising graph or
37% for a decaying graph. Once all cursors were placed properly, the response time was immediately calculated and
displayed. The user had the option to save the data collected for each sample data point over time from all the sensors in
the chamber into a convenient displayed table which could be easily transferred into Microsoft Excel for further analysis,
if desired.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(1)

Figure 3. Sample sequence of nine FLIR thermal leaf images for Basil with LED Lights Off (cooling).
Using Equation 9, the time constant for a decay response is equivalent to the time it takes for the output response
to reach 36.8% of the initial value. The gain k will be negative. The light off tests conducted in this study follow this
general equation form, therefore this response time could be calculated using the 37% method. During this study, the
initial value in the light-on test, and the steady state value in the light-off tests was assumed to be the maximum leaf or the
maximum Mikron temperatures. A screenshot of the LabVIEW manual graphical response time analysis program is
shown in Figure 4. Using the process of active cursors, three points are selected on the chart with the mouse: the initial
temperature, the estimated steady-state temperature, and the 63% or 37% response time temperature. The appropriate
response time is calculated from either equation 7 or 9.

Figure 4. LabVIEW Front Panel for manual graphical response time analysis.
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Thermal Leaf Image Transfer Functions
Heat loss or gain by the plant canopy can be affected by both leaf mass and water content changes, and movement
as a result of air turbulence, and possible leaf heliotropism (soybeans). The previous work of Al-Faraj, et al (2000) suggested
that canopy temperature responses of fescue could be either first-order or second-order processes, depending on soil water
conditions. A LabVIEW subprogram designated as the “Thermal Leaf Image Analyzer” was developed for this study. The
Thermal Image Analyzer allowed the user to import a previously saved FLIR thermal image. The flow chart for the
automated leaf analysis subprogram is shown in Figure 5. Each FLIR (.img) image has the minimum and maximum
temperatures embedded within each image file for conversion of the raw pixels to temperatures. To perform image analysis,
one whole leaf was selected at the top of the canopy, outlined as a template with the mouse, and then analyzed for leaf
temperature. The leaves selected generally faced the LED bank. The analysis resulted in the experimental mean and
standard deviation of leaf temperature during each time step of the test. A stimulus data set was also created based on the
maximum temperature rise or gain and used as a step function.

Figure 5. Flow chart showing the operations of an Automated Leaf Thermal Image Analysis program.
Two LabVIEW model discovery functions were used: SI Estimate Transfer Function Model VI and CD Construct
Transfer Function Model VI (Continuous-time transfer or model builder function) and step (step response for the model
simulator) function, which allowed simulated data to be computed and compared with the experimental response data. The
first function allows the user to designate the order of the transfer function to be found, in this case first order. The second
function automatically selects the transfer function order, which was second order.
Each LabVIEW function has two important input parameters: number of poles and number of zeros. Poles and
zeros of a transfer function are the frequencies for which values of the denominator and numerator of transfer
function becomes zero, respectively. The values of the poles and the zeros of a system determine whether the control system
is stable, and how well the system performs (Nise, 1992). Each function was used to estimate the parameters of a continuous
or discrete transfer function model for each unknown system of leaf temperatures.
The mouse template shown in Figure 6 followed each numbered FLIR image and the originally selected leaf for
each response test. The user outlined a selected leaf on the initial FLIR thermal image with the mouse, resulting in a
specific whole leaf edge contour (in this case, the shape of a specific leaf to be followed thermally).
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Figure 6. Extracting selected leaf temperatures from FLIR thermal images, using a mouse generated graphical template
(in red).
When the contour was closed, the program automatically began the temperature analysis for the sequence of all
thermal images, and then temporarily held the data. The program did pause after each image, to allow adjustment of the
template, in case the leaf moved. The program then calculated the average leaf temperature and standard deviation of each
selected leaf in the sequence. When the time test period was completed, all leaf temperatures and deviations were saved.
Transfer functions obtained were compared graphically and statistically with the experimental temperature time series
data.

Results and Discussion
First Order Graphical Time Constants Using Simple Graphical Methods
The first order response part of any step heating process would be related to the amount of leaf mass and moisture.
While Al-Faraj, et al (2000) presented the possibility that a plant could have either first-order or second order leaf
temperature control responses; a graphical method response time results would focus only on the first-order response
(Equation 5). Household plants may not respond to water stress as much as field crops, due to tolerance of lower light levels.
What happens after the initial heating or cooling of a plant leaf can be a complicated process. A summary of response times
determined using the first order graphical method for plants are shown in Table 1. Graphical results were reported by
Stevens, et.al. (2018).
Green Basil
Two green basil plants were used in the Stevens study, one was water-stressed, and the other was well-watered. The
water-stressed plant was tested twice in a lights-on test, and twice in a lights-off test. The well-watered plant was also tested
twice in a lights-on test, and twice in a lights-off test. For each of these tests, the Thermal Image Analyzer program was used
to find the average temperature of a fully exposed, single leaf at the top of the canopy. The canopy response times were
calculated for all tests using the LabVIEW state machine program, the single leaf response times were calculated by hand,
and these times are shown in Table 1. The response times for both analysis methods support the hypothesis since the wellwatered basil plant had longer response times in both the lights-on and lights-off tests. A high degree of variability was
observed in the well-watered times compared to the water-stressed times. The response curves generally showed that the
infrared thermometer consistently measured a higher temperature than the average temperature for the single leaf determined
by the thermal image analysis program. This may be due to other objects in the field of view of the thermometer.
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Table 1. Summary of Average First Order Response Times  for Well-Watered and Water-Stressed Plants using
the using the Graphical Method
Green Basil  Response Times
Canopy Analysis1

Single Leaf Analysis2

Radiation Step

LED Lights-on

LED Lights-off

LED Lights-on

LED Lights- off

Moisture Class

 (s)

Std Dev
(s)

(s)

Std Dev
(s)

 (s)

Std Dev
(s)

 (s)

Std Dev
(s)

Water-Stressed

41.05

+2.57

22.90

+2.57

39.38

+2.65

24.53

+2.44

Well-Watered

54.96

+5.13

31.97

+10.27

50.88

+12.20

35.53

+10.37

Pothos  Response Times
Water-Stressed

51.73

+9.70

30.16

+3.13

57.32

+7.29

76.97

+10.98

Well-Watered

73.31

+8.94

36.00

+4.63

63.91

+12.75

61.25

+5.40

Prayer Plant  Response Times
Water-Stressed

42.86

+6.29

26.32

+2.79

35.00

+3.27

72.50

+1.64

Well-Watered

94.90

+20.96

33.18

+5.54

52.14

+15.20

56.07

+28.39

Green Oxalis  Response Times
Water-Stressed

99.75

+7.38

52.54

+5.54

36.78

+4.06

74.29

+28.39

Well-Watered

107.40

+4.85

52.94

+16.43

49.64

+6.28

43.45

+5.70

Average response time  determined from canopy temperatures using the Micron Infrared thermometer.
Average response time  determined from selection and sequence of temperatures for a single thermal leaf image
located at the top of the plant canopy.
1
2

Pothos
Two pothos plants were used in the Stevens study. Both plants started out water-stressed, and each plant was
tested three times in a lights-on test, and three times in a lights-off test. After these tests were finished, both plants were
watered, and these well-watered plants were tested three times in a lights-on test and three times in a light-off test. For
each of these tests, the Thermal Image Analyzer program was used to find the average temperature of a fully exposed
single leaf at the top of the canopy. Both the canopy temperature data and the single leaf temperature data were averaged
for both plants The canopy response times were calculated for all tests using the LabVIEW state machine program, the
single leaf response times were calculated by hand, and these times are shown in Table 1. The variability data is not
consistent when comparing the well-watered tests and the water-stressed tests. The canopy response times support the
hypothesis since the well-watered plants had longer response times in both the light-on and light-off tests. However, the
single leaf response times had mixed results, with the well-watered plant having a longer response time in the light-on test,
but a shorter response time in the light-off test.
Prayer Plant
Of the two prayer plants that were used in this study, one was water-stressed, and the other was well-watered.
The water-stressed plant was tested three times in a light-on test, and three times in a light-off test. The well-watered plant
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was also tested three times in a light-on test, and three times in a light-off test. For each of these tests, the Thermal Image
Analyzer program was used to find the average temperature of a fully exposed single leaf at the top of the canopy. Both
the canopy temperature data and the single leaf temperature data were graphed with respect to time. The canopy response
times were calculated for all tests using the LabVIEW state machine program, the single leaf response times were
calculated by hand, and these times are shown in Table 1. There is a high degree of variability in the well-watered
response times compared to the water-stressed response times. The response times support the hypothesis since the wellwatered prayer plant had longer response times in both the light-on and light-off tests.
Green Oxalis
Two green oxalis plants were used in this study. One plant was water-stressed, while the other plant was wellwatered. The water-stressed plant was tested three times in a light-on test, and three times in a light-off test. The wellwatered plant was also tested three times in a light-on test, and three times in a light-off test. For each of these tests, the
Thermal Image Analyzer program was used to find the average temperature of a fully exposed single leaf at the top of the
canopy. Both the canopy temperature data and the single leaf temperature data were graphed with respect to time. The
canopy response times were calculated for all tests using the LabVIEW state machine program, the single leaf response
times were calculated by hand, and these times are shown in Table 1. The variability data is inconsistent between the wellwatered and water-stressed tests. The canopy response times support the hypothesis since the well-watered oxalis plant
had longer response times in both the light-on test but values for the lights-off tests. However, the single leaf response
times do not support the hypothesis since the well-watered plant had shorter response times in both the light-on and lightoff tests. This difference may be due to the location of the leaf selected for analysis.
Model Discovery Process
Table 2 shows calculated transfer function coefficients (numerator a’s, and denominator b’s) using the LabVIEW
model discovery approach. These are based on the LabVIEW SI Estimate Transfer Function Model VI and CD Construct
Transfer Function Model VI (Continuous-time transfer or model builder functions).Comparisons of first and second order
simulated responses to experimental leaf temperature data for a well-watered and dry soil soybean plants, are shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Figure 7 shows that a soybean plant that has not been watered for a week, responds as a first
order step response. The second order response follows the first order response very closely and the mean square errors of
fit are almost identical. However, after an extended watering treatment, Figure 8 shows that some leaf cooling was
derived after the initial temperature increase. The subsequent cooling could have been a result of stomatal activity and/or
leaf movement.

Figure 7. Comparison of First and Second order transfer function simulations and experimental leaf
temperature response data (LED Lights-on) for a dry soybean plant.
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First Order Effect Temperature Rise from PAR
Increase, Step Impulse Thermal

Second Order Effects –stomatal
activity and leaf cooling?

Poles

Pole

Figure 8. Comparison of First and Second order transfer function simulations and experimental leaf temperature response
data (LED Lights-on on) for a well-watered soybean plant.
Noting that if coefficients a2 and b2 of a second-order response function are very small, such a transfer response
equation may be approximated to a first order transfer function, by assuming that these small coefficients are close to zero.
Table 2 provides a summary of first and second order simulations and mean square error goodness of fits to experimental
leaf temperature data for various plants. The lower the mean square error, the better is the fit. The first-order temperature
gain k represents the rise or decline in temperature of a leaf or the entire canopy as heat is gained or loss by leaf or canopy,
respectively. The time constant  represents the amount of time required to reach a steady temperature. This gives some
credibility to manually determined time constants using the graphical method, as previously described in the Materials and
Methods section.

Conclusions
The first project objective was to determine if canopy and/or leaf temperature response times could be used as an
indicator of water status in a plant. After conducting tests on several different plant species, it was concluded that wellwatered plants may have a longer response time to a step change in radiation than water-stressed plants, therefore leaf
response time might be a useful indicator of plant water stress. Measuring leaf thermal response times can be done quickly
and easily with the graphical method, but must be done under controlled or managed conditions, whether in an
environmental chamber of the field. Thermal response times may be an appropriate representation of the moisture stress
level of a plant, rather than a simple incidental or static measurements of the canopy temperature, because of the dynamic
process of a plant responding to its changing environment. The development of an instrument to measure response time
could have a major impact on the design of irrigation control systems for greenhouses as well as in the field. Although this
project only used a few plant species, tests could be easily replicated for other species in future studies. In future studies,
response times could be measured in a greenhouse setting, as opposed to a growth chamber to see if response time indeed
indicates the water stress level of the plant. There were differences between the use of an infrared thermometer and
thermal leaf images. Future studies could also investigate using response time in a field environment.
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Table 2. Laplace Transfer Function Coefficients obtained from sequences of measure leaf temperatures, for Lights-on
Step Tests Using Model Discovery [a].
Plant

Plant

Transfer

Moisture
Status

Function
Order

Numerator
Coefficients
ao

Denominator Coefficients

a1

bo

b1

b2

Goodness of
Fit

Tau

Gain

Mean Square

sec

0C

Error
Rhoeo

Unknown

1st

1.001

-

1.00

305.5

-

0.00668

339.6

6.808

Unknown

2nd

-0.0155

0.0163

1.00

-2.00

1.00

5.89

-

-

Dry

1st

0.9207

-

1.00

69.35

-

0.198

69.35

10.45

Dry

2nd

0.0736

0.368

-0.272

-0.248

1.00

0.196

-

-

Wet

1st

0.924

-

1.00

45.69

-

0.80

45.7

6.8

Wet

2nd

-0.112

0.110

0.932

-1.93

1.00

0.84

-

-

Soybean

[a]
Based on the LabVIEW SI Estimate Transfer Function Model VI and CD Construct Transfer Function Model VI
(Continuous-time transfer or model builder functions).

The second project objective was to compare response times of different species. The response times of each
species was similar within each species, but which had a large variance among species. The leaf anatomy including cuticle
and leaf thickness and size of the leaves may have an impact on the variance between species. The basil and prayer plant
have leaves of similar thickness, and they responded similarly in terms of the variance of the well-watered versus waterstressed tests. The pothos plant, which has larger, variegated leaves does not follow the same variance pattern as the basil
and prayer plants. The oxalis plant, which has much smaller, clover-shaped leaves, also had a different variance pattern. In
general, the response times of the well-watered plants were longer than the response times of water-stressed plants within
the same species, but the same correlation was not necessarily true when comparing all species. It is important to get
baseline data for a species of interest for response times to be used as an indicator of water status since response times are
not consistent across all species.
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